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PARTY AND EVENTS  SPECIALISTS 



 

  

                     REASONS TO HIRE STRAIGHTSHOOTER DISCOS. 

                          A FULL TIME PROFESSIONAL DISCO COMPANY. 

                                                IN BUSINESS SINCE 1977. 

                                  A PROFESSIONAL WEDDING SUPPLIER. 

                           OUR OWN TEAM OF EXPERIENCED WEDDING DJS. 

                                          PROFESSIONAL AND RELIABLE. 

                               ALL EQUIPMENT PAT TESTED AND APPROVED. 

                                           FULL PUBLIC LIABILITY INSURANCE. 

                                    ALL BOOKINGS CONFIRMED IN WRITING. 

                                           PRE—WEDDING CONSULTATIONS. 

 

 

                                                               PRICES. 

               Prices for wedding entertainment, like any other type of function are     

            dependant upon a variety of factors, such as date of function, distance   

            travelled, the times you wish to start and finish, other services being  

            used, ie. Mood Lighting, Gobo Projections, Wedding Backdrops. 

 

            The best thing to do is to call and get a quote.  

 

            Once a booking has been accepted and quoted for, we will confirm  

            everything in writing.                                       

 

                                                        www.straightshooterdiscos.co.uk 

                                                        info@straightshooterdiscos.co.uk                             

                                                                     TEL: 01592 774683 

                                                                      Mob:   07775261740 
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Are you thinking about hiring a Candy Cart for your wedding     
Reception this year? We now offer several different options. 
 
Option One:    
Full hire of Candy Cart including all jars, bowls, scoops, bags   
and decoration. Price dependant upon the number of guests 
being catered for. 
 
Option Two: 
Full hire of Candy Cart plus all jars, bowls, scoops, bags and 
decorations. You supply your own sweets. 
 
Option Three: 
Hire of Candy Cart ONLY. You supply all your own sweets, 
bags, scoops etc. 

 

 
Prices for Option One will vary depending upon the number of 
guests that you wish to cater for. 
 
Prices for hire of Candy Cart include delivery and all set up and 
collection after the event. 
You can choose your own choice of sweets from our extensive list 
or you can leave the choice to us. 
 
Contact  Heid:   07762336966    or    Andy:   01592774683   
 email:  info@straightshooterdiscos.co.uk 

A stunning addition to any occasion. 
Comes complete with all sweets, jars 
bowls, scoops, bags, decorative 
touches. 
Alternatively can be hired without 
sweets. 
For details of availability and prices 
Contact:   Andy:    01592774683 
info@straightshooterdiscos.co.uk  

Everyone loves a party and they can be thrown to cover a wide variety of 

occasions from 18th’s and 21st birthdays to anniversaries, engagement 

parties, prom parties, theme nights to name but a few. 

Here at  STRAIGHTSHOOTER DISCOS  we can cater for all types of 

parties. 

As an experienced professional  DJ company we have throughout the 

years provided discos for thousands of birthday parties, engagements, 

wedding receptions, company dances, yet we still treat every occasion 

individually. We cater for all types of musical tastes and genres and our 

music library ranges from the 1950’s to the present day.  

If you are thinking of holding a party, then why not give us a call, not only 

to get a quote but also to see how we can help you choose your venue. 

Remember we play in lots of venues and we could with choosing the one 

which would be the right size for the number of guests 

We have gained an exceptional reputation for our professionalism, 

personal service, quality and reliability, with customers returning to 

STRAIGHTSHOOTER DISCOS time and time again on a regular basis 

because of the above facts. 

Contact us on  01592 774683 

Mob:     07775261740               

Email:   info@straightshooterdiscos.co.uk  
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Main Heading 

Secondary Heading 
The purpose of a catalog is to sell products or services to a targeted audi-

ence, or to advertise upcoming classes or events. Catalogs can be a great 

way to market your products or services, and also build your organization’s 

identity. 

Secondary Heading 
First, determine the audience of the catalog. This could be anyone who might 

benefit from the products or services it contains. Next, establish how much 

time and money you can spend on your catalog. These factors will help de-

termine the length of the catalog and how frequently you publish it. It’s rec-

ommended that you publish your catalog at least quarterly so that it’s consid-

ered a consistent source of information. Your customers or employees will 

look forward to its arrival. 

Also consider how you want to print your catalog. You can print it on a desk-

top printer, at a copy shop, or at a commercial printing service. In addition to 

your budget, the complexity of the publication—including whether you print 

it as a black and white or a color publication—will help determine the best 

method for printing your publication. 

Before you print your catalog, consider how you will bind your pages. The 

number of pages, how the reader will use it, and whether you mail it will help 

you determine the type of binding. For example, if you have only a few 

pages and your catalog is meant to be held, you might consider folding the 

pages and stapling the spine. Larger catalogs that are meant to be folded flat 

work best with a plastic binding with punched holes, while larger publica-

tions meant to be held like a book are best served by gluing the pages, or 

“perfect binding.” 

 

 

 

MOOD LIGHTING 

PARTY RIG 

 

 

 

            PARTY AND EVENT SPECIALISTS. 
          
         STRAIGHTSHOOTER DISCOS was founded back in 1977 by 
         owner Andy Wylie and has been growing both in size and in 
         reputation ever since. Over the years that we have been in 
         business we have catered for thousands of birthday perties, 
         engagements, anniversaries, company dances and weddings. 
 
         In line with the ever changing tastes of  todays clientele, we are 
         continually introducing new ideas, new services and new                           
         equipment. Many of our new services you will find in this   
         brochure.  
         We use high quality sound and lighting equipment and all our 
         equipment is maintained to a high standard. We are fully PAT 
         tested and we carry full public liability insurance. 
         ALL bookings are confirmed in writing. 
 
         We are happy to work with you  in order to ensure that your 
         party is a success. If you are thinking of  having a themed party, 
         then lets us help you with ideas and suggestions.   
          

CHRISTMAS PARTY SET—UP 
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       SO MUCH MORE 

MODERN LOOKING RIGS 

COLOUR CHANGING LED 

LOVE LETTERS 

PROPBOXES AND 

PARTY PACKS 

CANDY CARTS 

STATIC WHITE LED 

LOVE LETTERS 

www.straightshooterdiscos.co.uk 

info@straightshooterdiscos.co.uk 

tel:    01592774683 

Mob:  07775261740 

   
        DANCING ON CLOUDS 
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       SO MUCH MORE 

   
        DANCING ON CLOUDS 

Dancing on Clouds. 

Make your wedding magical. Something that your guests will be talking about for 
months to come, with our Dancing on Clouds wedding first dance optionYou can have 
that fairy tale setting as you perform your first dance as husband and wife. 
Dancing on Clouds is a stunning visual effect that will create a long lasting memory. 
The first dance is an immensely special moment and is much anticipated by your 
guests. Dancing on Clouds will create a breathtakingly beautiful scene with the bride 
and groom dancing together for the first time as husband and wife with a little bit of 
magic thrown in. 

Your dance floor will be transformed instantly with a beautiful sea of cloud which will 
create that magical look that will really add the "WOW" factor to your first dance. You 
could even add colour to your clouds with the addition of our Mood Lighting. 

Dancing on Clouds is a special effect created by using a professional dry ice machine 
which produces thick, white fog that hugs the floor and dissipates without rising. It is 
perfectly safe, odourless and harmless and will not leave any residue or effect fire 
alarms. 

For details on availability and price contact 
tel:     01592774683 
Mob:  07775261740 
info@straightshooterdiscos.co.uk 
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                             WEDDING SPECIALISTS 

 
   STARLIGHT WEDDING BACKDROPS 

 

 

 

     LED LOVE LETTERS 

 
                  

            Our LOVE letters are available for hire. These make a stunning addition to your 

room decor. 

Each 

let- ter 

is 4 

feet 

tall 

and  2 feet wide and contain 5 mm led lights which create a softer and more 

Our led LOVE letters are available for hire. 
These make a  stunning addition to your room 
decor. 
We have two different sets of  letters for hire 
the first are our : 

WHITE STATIC LED LETTERS 
Each letter is 4 feet tall and  2 feet wide and 
contain 5 mm led lights which create a softer 
and more subtle style of lighting than many 
others on the market.  

Our second style of LED LOVE letters are our 
Colour changing letters. 
 
 
COLOUR CHANGING LOVE LETTERS 
Each letter is 4 feet high and 2 feet wide. 
Similar in  lettering style to our static white 
letters, these as the name suggest are colour 
changing. They can be set to an individual 
colour or can be set to a slow chase sequence 
flowing from one colour to another. 
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     STARLIGHT WEDDING BACKDROPS. 
      Starlight Backdrops or Wedding backdrops as they are also known, instantly transforms    
      any room, adding glamour, glitz and romance to your special day. 
      Our fantastic Starlight Wedding Backdrop looks stunning behind the top table. It can         
      also be used to decorate a wall in your ceremony room and offers a marvellous backdrop    

      for photographs. 

     

    Our Starlight Backdrops come in sections and can   
    be  extended up to 24 feet long and 8 feet high. 

 

 
   STARLIGHT WEDDING BACKDROPS 
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“perfect binding.” 

Here at STRAIGHTSHOOTER DISCOS, we have built up a good 

working relationship with many of the  wedding co-ordinators at 

many of Fife’s wedding venues and we would be happy to offer you 

help when considering which venue to choose for your event. 

STRAIGHTSHOOTER DISCOS, have several dedicated wedding DJs 

who work exclusively for us. All of our DJs are polite, punctual, well 

mannered and dressed appropriately for the occasion. 

We use the latest top quality equipment, both in sound and lighting 

and are committed to providing the most reliable and professional 

service possible. 

We have full Public liability Insurance and all our equipment is 

regularly PAT tested to ensure safety. Copies of our certificates can 

be produced upon request. 

All our bookings are confirmed in writing. 

By booking STRAIGHTSHOOTER DISCOS, you can be confident you 

have chosen the right professional company to entertain you and 

your guests on this special day. 

We are NOT an agency. We are a dedicated wedding service 

supplier. 
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                             WEDDING SPECIALISTS 



         WEDDING ENTERTAINMENT. 

            Your wedding entertainment takes up approximately one third of your entire day.  

            Therefore choosing a quality entertainment supplier is  extremely important if your             

            special day is to be  a complete success and to end on a high. 

            As wedding specialists with many years experience in the wedding  entertainment               

             industry,  we here at STRAIGHTSHOOTER DISCOS, will go all out to ensure that              

             you  and your wedding guests will have a great night. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

            We offer pre—wedding consultations, should you wish to meet up and discuss your                      

             requirements, we are happy to arrange a meeting with you at a time and place that           

             suits your schedule. 

 

                                                           www.straightshooterdiscos.co.uk 

                                                           Info@straightshooterdiscos.co.uk                     

                                                                           TEL: 01592 774683 

         MOOD LIGHTING 

           Mood Lighting is an extremely effective way of changing the colour, mood or feel of        

           your   venue. 

           Mood Lighting brings the room to life, complementing your own colour theme or           

          creating new one. Imagine your guests reaction when they enter the room which is                   

           bathed In colour instead of the usual white room lighting. 

                                                           Give your event the WOW FACTOR 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

           GOBO PROJECTION 

           Gobo projection uses a glass or metal disc which fits inside a projector, onto which             

           Can be etched or cut out, your names, date of wedding, or other images which would      

           then projected onto the dancefloor or walls of your venue 

 

 

           Two Starburst Gobos projected onto a    

           domed  ceiling along with BLUE Mood   

           Lighting. 
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